occasional anxiety attacks, otherwise ﬁne / stuck in the same crappy living space ,
more stuck than ever / zoom is like any other learning
tool : chalkboard , projection , voice , text , image — better
for some than others — i am having trouble concentrating on,
processing, and retaining information and concepts / to be
obliged to do work with the necessary tools intentionally withheld
is worse than having no work at all / isolation and anxiety make it
difﬁcult to even remember that my community exists / my mental
health is not well. yale mental health was inadequate before the
crisis, and is even worse now / a policeman threatened me
with a citation for 'jogging' in east rock yesterday

PAPRIKA!
5-0
7B

The COVID-19
Journals

Editor’s Note
COVID-19 has left us stranded halfway between
our pre-pandemic realities and our current Zoom
limbo. Now more than ever, we navigate by
stories, and in their telling sometimes we ﬁnd
ourselves tucked into someone else’s story for a
sentence or two—the connection offering a
measure of comfort and reprieve. Whether you
identify with the stories on this page or not, they
make up a constellation through which we invite
you to trace and navigate your own life events.
We hope they bring some sense of cohesion and
connection, their threads criss-crossing through
space and time to tie us back together in some
way, even when all seems irreparably torn and
fractured. The voices collected on this page are
in response to a school-wide survey. While
condensed and edited for clarity, they are, as
much as possible, presented as received. Our
thanks to the storytellers who contributed to this
ongoing conversation, and our gratitude to those
who provided this space in which to gather.
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The US Embassy in Seoul is closed until
further notice. I have to renew my visa at
the embassy if I want to return to the US.
Now, going back to Seoul is a risk. I hear my
friend has a slight cough and fever. The
health center told her not to come back,
and to get medicine and a thermometer
by herself. I am pretty sure they are
ready to let me die here.
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Things we should do together alone:
1. Watch the light as it enters our respective
apartments/homes/spaces and follow it
2. Trim all the little ﬁbers/pilling/loose strings that
plague the surfaces and edges of our clothes
3. If we don’t have plants indoors, we can identify a
plant outside our window, emotionally attach, and
cheer it on as it comes alive in spring
4. Talk with our loved ones every single day to
remind ourselves that though we are alone now, we
also know that we are not, and maybe we never were
Nabil, New Haven

The biggest surprise
for me is that I am much
less stressed about work.
Certainly the quality of school is
lower after the quarantine, but the
pressure to do work in a certain
way or
for a certain amount of time has
faded
quite a bit from the pressure coo
ker that
is Rudolph Hall. I feel more free to
work the way I want to work now
that I'm away from school.
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Structures II exam.
Almost all the rooms on
the floor have been
vacated. Every morning,
I am fearful of someone unlocking my
door.

Anonymous, West Coast
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When I feel okay, in sp
ite of
everything: is it weird
I’m doing
ﬁne?
When I don’t feel okay
, in spite
of not being directly af
fected or
in danger: should I be
this
upset?
When I don’t check th
e news:
am I hiding under a ro
ck?
When I google the deat
h toll
ﬁrst thing every morni
ng: am I
being morbid?
When I think about th
e fall:
*complete shut down
at the
thought of another ho
rrible
semester online*
When I don’t think abou
t the fall:
is time even passing or
am I
reliving every day over
and over
again?
Anonymous, New Jersey
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I am stuck back in my hometown with my
mom. Don’t get me wrong, my mom is
lovely. But I had already been sick for a full
month, and I was losing my shit, terriﬁed
that it’s COVID-19. The thought of carrying
a deadly virus to my saint of a mother made
my stomach ﬂip. While this was happening,
online schooling began and I found it
extremely hard to sit and stare at a small
screen for 12 hours straight. It takes 7 to 10
days to get the results back. It took 8 days
for mine. 8 days of thinking about whether
your loved ones are safe. And if they have it,
whether you are the one that caused it.
Luckily, both of our test results came back
negative.

Sangji Han,
New Haven

Anonymous, No Location
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Anonymous, New
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Some days I wake up rather depressed simply
because it's dark outside and will continue to be so
for most of the "day." The isolation is also very
strange. I am back home, where I can ﬁnally speak
to others with the full use of my colloquial Singlish,
and yet, there is no one to talk to (at least, in
person). Perhaps it's because of the solidarity of our
class or that I'm so far away, or because we've been
robbed of the privilege of social contact, but I ﬁnd
myself reﬂecting a lot about how quiet I've been at
Yale. Perhaps the extreme circumstance will turn me
into a more sociable person.
Josh, Singapore

